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Cashelnavern Border & Uplands LCA is a vast, mountainous, remote and undeveloped 

upland area bordering Northern Ireland characterized by peat covered hills and the 

mountain lakes of Lough Mourne and Lough Carn.  The N15, one of the major routes into 

and through the county travels along the valley floor of Barnesmore gap alongside the 

freshwater Lough Mourne which providing water to much of east Donegal.  There are 

isolated areas of semi-improved farmland nestled with single rural dwellings throughout 

this LCA, contrasting greatly with the many large swathes of geometric commercial 

forestry plantations on the lower slopes and shoulders of the hills.  
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Landscape Characteristics 

Land Form and Land Cover 

• This upland hilly landscape comprises a varied mosaic geology of schist, breccia and 

quartzite beneath a primarily peat and upland bog landscape. 

• Lough Mourne freshwater lake is in the centre of this LCA at the north of Barnsemore 

gap and within the broad river valley.  

• Croaghonagh Bog Special Area of conservation is within this LCA and supports some 

of the best examples of wet lowland blanket bog in the county. The SAC site adjoins 

two good examples of oligotrophic lake habitat namely Lough Mourne and Lough 

Carn. 

Settlements 

• There are no settlements within this LCA. 

History, Culture and Heritage 

• There is 1 Recorded Monument in this area, however a recent excavation at the north 

end of Lough Mourne uncovered a court tomb and a wedge tomb from the early 

Bronze Age period along with a cairn and other relics and artefacts, evidencing the 

importance of the site and this route through the Bluestacks, from pre-history.  

• Important vernacular and imposed built heritage including 7 NIAH structures. 

Access and Recreation  

• The N15 traverses this site south towards Barnesmore Gap and alongside Lough 

Mourne. Limited access to the remainder of the area is via a limited county road 

network leaving much of the remote uplands inaccessible. 

• Disused County Donegal Railway line runs alongside the N15. 

• Adjoins Northern Ireland’s LCA 19, ‘Killeter Uplands Landscape’.  

• Historic Landscape Characterisation identifies this area as overwhelmingly Blanket 

bog overlaid with large areas of Plantation woodland and forest (Generic HLC-types). 

• Network of way-marked walks used by walkers and ramblers.  

Biodiversity 

• Ecologically important landscape containing 311.6ha of Natura 2000 sites (SAC & 

SPA), 451.7ha of NHA sites and 126.2ha of pNHA sites. 

• Croaghonagh Bog Special Area of conservation is near to the oligotrophic lake 

habitats of Lough Mourne and Lough Carn, it supports some of the best examples of 

wet lowland blanket bog in the county and is the subject of a conservation project. 

Forces for change 

• Renewable energy development (windfarms). 

• Afforestation  

• Telecommunications and infrastructural development 

• Extension to Lough Mourne to facilitate water supply 

 

 

 

 


